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The nMediaPC 1080P is yet another black HTPC case with some subtle design queues to match just about any home theater. ...
The front is made of shiny black plastic and the rest of the case is steel. The only side that ... An old VCR remote?. A
videocassette recorder (VCR) or video recorder is an electromechanical device that records ... Its cartridges, resembling larger
versions of the later VHS cassettes, used ... In 1970, Philips developed a home video cassette format specially made for a TV
station in 1970 and available on the consumer market in 1972. Philips .... built my htpc (photos will follow) used a old vcr as the
case and the cassette loader works as a dvd drive got digital devices octopus sat card. Needless to say, if you intent to put more
than two optical drives in your HTPC, your ... So how's that different from my good old trusty VCR? ... For years now, ATI's
All-in-Wonder line of graphics cards always had a TV-ln function built into them.. my interest was recently sparked into making
it a full fledged HTPC. I want to put it in a case such as an old VCR or something, so It would blend in perfectly with ....
r/customization:. I've recently built a quiet NAS server with great success, so am tempted to build a HTPC for the livingroom.
Currently, we have an old VCR, old .... For years now, I had been running an old gaming PC as a media server. ... age so I was
hoping to build a newer, but smaller HTPC thats just meant to be ... would look in your living room replacing your old VCR or
DVD player.. a make my HTPC in case from my old VCR. For why i use VCR case ? in Russia is hard to find good, small
HTPC case in HTPC i have this H/W .... The ultimate build could the look something like this. ... in a small case about 2U in
height but as wide as those old Stereos.. its a bit like a VCR.. I got this great idea of getting a decent sized vcr from goodwill and
transplanting the motherboard from an old desktop into it. It would be really cool to ... You can also just buy a HTPC case.
They're ... Current Build: CPU: AMD .... VCR as a HTPC This is a more complicated build because almost all of the mounts for
the motherboard, power supply and the HDD must be drilled. Another issue is the Video, Audio and LAN outputs that need to
go on the back of the VCR case. ... You can also use the keyboard method of adding controls to your HTPC case.. I Built A
Kodi HTPC From An Old VCR (Project Magnavox). Hey guys, Atari here. I'm just gonna do a quick walkthrough the VCR
project setup. Articles, Blog .... VCR Computer: VCRs are old technology, so turning them into a computer ... You can create it
by making small platforms made out of preferably hot glue, but be ... I just looked, and I have one last VCR in the house and an
HTPC that is built .... I have an old VCR which I've used mainly for copying old home videos etc, and a couple of things I ...
This has its own RF modulator built in!. I've been researching HTPC cases (going to do an uber-quiet build for a ... nice looking
HTPC cases (ones that look like DVD players/VCRs and slim ... at §[
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